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“Pleasure Pain & Prison” Part One takes you into the true story of the life of Wanda Lynn
McRoyal, portrayed as the character Jayla. The story is told in the order the events occurred.
Jayla’s excursion will take you on a roller coaster ride of emotions as you travel with her down
memory lane. Jayla grew up in a dysfunctional home with an alcoholic father and a mother with a
gambling addiction. Dreams shattered, Jayla rebelled and turned to the streets of inner-city
Chicago. Seduced by the money and danger of the drug world, by the time Jayla is 17, she’s
selling drugs. Now she was trapped in a destructive culture of illegal business, teen pregnancy,
and being a single mother. They say everybody has a story…. this is one hell of a story! Plus, the
fact that it’s based off this Authors' real life is truly remarkable. I think most people will be able to
respect and relate to the main character Jayla, as she finds herself in a corner with her back
against the wall. Within its pages you’ll be transported to the streets of Chicago, then swept
away onto a journey that’s gritty and dangerous, but also at times humorous and simply
marvelous. Lives will be taken, tears will be shed, love will be found then lost, and backs will be
stabbed. I love the authenticity of this book. – Vantage Point Book Reviews

Naomi Wallace, the thirty-eight year-old Kentucky playwright at work here, received a MacArthur
`genius grant' last week, and TRESTLE AT POPE LICK CREEK, her lovely, strikingly poetic
Depression-era play...certainly illustrates what makes her deserving.... the play sometimes
seems like a blend of Ingmar Bergman and Horton Foote, with Thornton Wilder on the side....
TRESTLE is set in 1936 in a in a town so dull that the only thing young people can pit
themselves against, the only thing greater than them, is the 7:10 train with its 153-ton engine
and deafening roar. So we find Dalton and Pace, who becomes his girlfriend despite his
repeated insistence that she is not pretty, making plans to test themselves by trying to outrun the
train on a trestle a hundred feet above a dry creek bed. Another boy from their town tried it
recently and died.... By the end, the play, like that train, has built up a full head of steam and we
feel its power. --Anita Gates, The New York TimesTRESTLE is an often poignant, nonlinear-
narrative coming-of-age story that's set in 1936 in a `town outside a city, somewhere in the
United States.... ...TRESTLE is at once charming and haunting....you'll view it with wonder along
the way. --Sam Whitehead, Time OutThe honor for the most original and memorable work of this
year's 22nd Humana Festival goes to another Kentuckian, Naomi Wallace, for her brilliant THE
TRESTLE AT POPE LICK CREEK.... After the two-act play ended with an erotic, gender-twisted
climax, there was a moment in the darkness when I thought: `This must be how it felt when
people saw A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE for the very first time.' Like Tennessee Williams'
daring play, Wallace's work introduces a new level of sexual honesty with a fresh mature voice.
TRESTLE wraps its five characters in a metaphorical drama within a romantic and tragic



mystery. It's a complicated, interwoven play that moves back and forth in time between past and
present, with layers of meaning that overlap and build upon each other. Despite its depth of
symbolism and clear political message, the play is neither stuffy nor strident. A bright ripple of
humor funs through Wallace's play about two sexually charged young people who consider a
game of chicken with an oncoming train. Wallace's keen psychological insights evoke
compassion for her characters. Tears are shed and not only over the pathos of the play.... The
actors stir the emotions with the tender way they expose the fragility and indomitable beauty of
the human spirit, as revealed through Wallace's words.... If Wallace's plays were a visual art,
ONE FLEA SPARE would be a baroque oil painting, while THE TRESTLE AT POPE LICK
CREEK would be a 1930s American photograph with contrasting lights and shadows and its
direct, unsentimental and uncensored gaze into the lives of the working class. --Judith Egerton,
Courier-Journal, LouisvilleTRESTLE is an often poignant, nonlinear-narrative coming-of-age
story that's set in 1936 in a `town outside a city, somewhere in the United States.... ...TRESTLE
is at once charming and haunting....you'll view it with wonder along the way. --Sam Whitehead,
Time OutThe honor for the most original and memorable work of this year's 22nd Humana
Festival goes to another Kentuckian, Naomi Wallace, for her brilliant THE TRESTLE AT POPE
LICK CREEK.... After the two-act play ended with an erotic, gender-twisted climax, there was a
moment in the darkness when I thought: `This must be how it felt when people saw A
STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE for the very first time.' Like Tennessee Williams' daring play,
Wallace's work introduces a new level of sexual honesty with a fresh mature voice. TRESTLE
wraps its five characters in a metaphorical drama within a romantic and tragic mystery. It's a
complicated, interwoven play that moves back and forth in time between past and present, with
layers of meaning that overlap and build upon each other. Despite its depth of symbolism and
clear political message, the play is neither stuffy nor strident. A bright ripple of humor funs
through Wallace's play about two sexually charged young people who consider a game of
chicken with an oncoming train. Wallace's keen psychological insights evoke compassion for her
characters. Tears are shed and not only over the pathos of the play.... The actors stir the
emotions with the tender way they expose the fragility and indomitable beauty of the human
spirit, as revealed through Wallace's words.... If Wallace's plays were a visual art, ONE FLEA
SPARE would be a baroque oil painting, while THE TRESTLE AT POPE LICK CREEK would be
a 1930s American photograph with contrasting lights and shadows and its direct, unsentimental
and uncensored gaze into the lives of the working class. --Judith Egerton, Courier-Journal,
LouisvilleAbout the AuthorNaomi Wallace is from Kentucky. She was a 1999 recipient of the
prestigious MacArthur Fellowship, the grant popularly known as the genius award. A published
poet in both England and The United States, she has also received grants from The Kentucky
Foundation for Women and The Kentucky Arts Council and a 1997 NEA grant for poetry.
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Lorraine, “Powerful. I have been reading this two-part book series called Pleasure Pain and
Prison written by Authoress Wanda Lynn McRoyal. While reading her books it made me think
about where my life was, where it is now and where I want it to be. Anyone who reads her books
(and I strongly suggest that you do) will understand what I mean. I have only been existing and I
really want to live. I am a very strong, determined, loyal caring, resilient, (amongst a few more
adjectives) individual and I know what I'm capable of. Reading her books really encourage me
to live. With my higher power who I choose to call God, anything is possible. In the words of
Authoress Wanda Lynn McRoyal... live life like it's golden... and I'm going to do just that. Thank
you for the pull up Wanda..... I really enjoyed your books and I'm looking forward to the next
chapter...”

Crissy, “I'm currently very impatient and a tad bit sad that I have to wait 119 days for part .... So
this book arrived yesterday morning and I finished it yesterday evening all while I was at work!
This book was riveting! It's filled with courage, strength, humility, and most of all Faith! A true
page turner, exceptional writing that engrosses the audience and provides a visual so real that
you can vision the atmosphere, picture the characters and feel their emotions! I'm currently very
impatient and a tad bit sad that I have to wait 119 days for part 2! Wanda is the epitome of
strength and courage! Thank you for sharing your story! This fellow Chicago Eastsider was
enthralled by your story!!! People if you haven't ordered your book now I suggest you do!! Life
begins when you allow God to lead! Walk with Faith not by sight!!!”

Rae Williams, “Isaiah 41:10. Can you say 5 ***** - I am so proud of you. This keep it 100 account
of your personal story/business/hurt/demons was a phenomenal read. And the strength and
courage and the ability to STILL love is a remarkable testimony of the true meaning of GOD who
is love. The bond and support from your family and children is an unconditional example of love.
You are truly blessed and an awesome strong beautiful black woman. Keep up the spiritual
journey as He is now showing you the fruit of all of your labor and He will not forsake you! Love
Ms. Rae”

JUANITA BALLARD, “Now she knows that sometimes giving your all to someone isn't the best
thing to do but she is definitely a ride .... Wow! Pleasure Pain and Prison is exactly what the book
is about. Jayla is a very strong women who will do any and everything for her children even when
people tried to put her down. Jayla been through so much and seen so much at a very young
age that all she knew was the street game but at the end God had her back. Now she knows that
sometimes giving your all to someone isn't the best thing to do but she is definitely a ride and die
kind of chick.”

talaina cureton, “I felt like I was in this book experiencing everything. My book finally came this



evening and I had to stop at chapter 17 because I am so sleepy. Wanda McRoyal out did
herself. I felt like I was in this book experiencing everything. Her love for your man was priceless
(@@). She has captivated my curiosity and has me craving for more. Hell the sex scenes alone
make me want to start a new relationship, lbvs. Book is worth every penny and I can't wait to
wake up to finish reading and patiently wait for part two.”

felicia simpkins, “Amazing book!!!. This book is a must read !!! Not only was it a page turner that
had me up all night it was also inspirational ! I love the fact that i could see inside her mindset
and read exactly how she was feeling . Her thoughts flowed well and moved the book along
quickly leaving me wanting more and my love for the author grew even more !! The ending...all I
can say is hurry up with part two !”

Lesley, “Pleasure, Pain and Prison      . Phenomenal read! This true story, written by the
author, about her life, will grab your attention on the first page! By the end of the book, it leaves
you wanting more. I'm not a big book reader, so for me to love a book is rare! Heartache,
suspense, love and disbelief fill the pages of this remarkable book. Order it! You won't regret it! I
can't wait for Part 2.”

Lavern lasalle, “Must have must read ...... Pleasure pain and prison is a must have a must read,
this book was so amazing I hated when I got to the last chapter makes you want to keep reading.
Wanda did a hell of a job putting her life to reading. I think we're all on edge waiting for that part
2 :) keep up the good work wanda and congrats ! Job well done. :)”

The book by Juan Soto Miranda has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 42 people have provided feedback.
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